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By Davis Miller

Liveright, 2015. Hardcover. Condition: New. 1st Edition. The single most intimate look at
Muhammad Ali's life after boxing, told by his friend and co-curator of the "I am the Greatest"
exhibition at the O2 in London . On Easter weekend 1988, then struggling writer and movie store
clerk Davis Miller drove to Muhammad Ali's mother's modest house in Louisville, knocked on the
front door, and waited for an answer. It had been over two decades since he d first glimpsed The
Champ on a black-and-white television when Miller was an eleven-year-old boy, shattered by the
unexpected loss of his mother and he felt the time had come for him to personally thank the man
whose fearlessness, grace and tenacity gave him the power to overcome a near-paralyzing
depression. When the door finally opened, Miller would not only get to meet his spiritual constant
but also begin a surprising and tender new friendship that would forever transform his life. Today,
more than twenty-five years later, the two still share an uncommon bond, the sort that can be
fashioned only in serendipitous ways and fortified through shared experiences. Miller now draws
from those remarkable moments to give us a quietly startling portrait...
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It in a of the most popular publication. It is actually rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Your daily life span is going to be change the instant you
total reading this publication.
-- Mrs. Shanna Mann-- Mrs. Shanna Mann

Complete information for publication fans. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Its been written in an extremely
straightforward way in fact it is just soon after i finished reading this ebook in which basically altered me, change the way i believe.
-- Ellie Stark-- Ellie Stark
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